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“They paid what??”, was
my response to people at three
different companies recently
who contacted me about red
flagged marketing invoices.
Everyone’s
pressured
to deliver B2B sales leads
and it seems their marketing teams made some hasty
decisions that didn’t work out.
I did some investigating and

found that there’s no end to services that claim to deliver qualified
leads, all tied up in a neat little package, for some pretty high dollars.
From email lists, to meet-andgreets to webinars and beyond,
there’s plenty of
places to
spend your demand gen money.
But ‘caveat emptor’ is now
the byword when purchasing
these canned solutions. Here
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are
some
recommendations.
There’s no substitute for due diligence, which can be done in a few
minutes on the web. Don’t focus on
what the vendor is promising, focus
on what you’re not seeing about
that vendor:
1. Search for reviews of the
company and the people
associated with it. If anything
smells fishy, back away.
>> CONT. PAGE FOUR
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B2B Social Selling
& Marketing Strategy
by Phil Morettini

As we sit here in 2017, sales
and marketing is still the same
– and totally different. In my
long career the actual fundamentals of sales and marketing haven’t changed a bit (contrary to the belief of some).
However, the platforms, technologies and tactical methods
have changed and will continue
to change dramatically. This is
the nature of sales and marketing. Once any single method
becomes mainstream and very
popular, the ROI of that activity
usually will go into a long decline.
And as technology changes
new tactics replace old ones.
As an example, old time magazine display advertising is long
gone; but pay per click and banner advertising on the web is a
new form that is alive and well.
One of the more interesting new

Phil Morettini is Founder & President of PJM Consulting, a management consulting practice
focused on strategic and tactical improvement at software
and technology companies.
www.pjmconsult.com

approaches that has entered the
mainstream in the past few years is
B2B social selling and marketing.

First the “Why”: some stats

So why bother with this social
sales and marketing stuff at all?
Aren’t my traditional marketing
communications and outbound
sales tactics sufficient? Here are a
few recent statistics why you should
pay attention to social selling:
According to LinkedIn, B2B social
selling leaders have 45% more
opportunities per quarter than social
selling laggards. Social selling leaders are also 51% more likely to hit
quota than social selling laggards.
LinkedIn also found that “farmer”
reps who exceed quota share 23%
more content each month than their
counterparts who don’t make quota.
IDC says that B2B buyers who
are active on social media represent a more senior/influential segment than those who don’t use
social media to support their purchases – and that their budgets
are on average 84% higher as well.
In a survey on how B2B buyers view sales profession-

als, LinkedIn found that 89% of
buyers “turn away” if the sales rep
doesn’t show insights or specific
knowledge about their business.
Social media enables that opportunity to show off as a “thought leader”.
The CEB found that the most important behavior separating top sales
performers from average sales performers is the use of social media
as an important channel to engage
prospects and generate leads.
Sales Benchmark Index research
shows that B2B Social selling enables reps to realize 66%
greater quota attainment, compared to those utilizing more
traditional selling techniques.
I could go on and on with more
statistics to support the premise that B2B selling today is very
important, but I trust you get the
message. So let’s move on to
the “How” part of the discussion:

Focus on the right social
media platforms but also use
leverage
Of course, “social selling” is a
generic term which includes many
>> READ FULL ARTICLE ONLINE
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B2B Demand Gen How-To’s
Ending The War
Between Sales &
Marketing
by Mike Harris

We’re seeing a shift toward more
cooperation between sales and
marketing, driven largely by the
use of technology and the payoffs from shorter sales cycles.
CEOs want to see direct linkage between revenue and what
sales and marketing are producing every day. Today there’s
more than enough technology,
including sales and marketing
automation platforms, to do this.
It’s simple. Studies prove that
when sales and marketing are
aligned, shorter sales cycles happen and sales costs go down.
More and better qualified leads
are generated and nurtured
while sales cycles get shorter.
Before the dramatic increase in
technology usage these two departments could have a Cold War relationship and somehow things would
get done. Today’s drive for more
efficiency and faster results means
sales and marketing are joined at
the hip and must work well together.
Mike Harris
is founder of
Harris CMO
Partners. He
enjoys writing
about B2B
sales and marketing trends.
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B2B Events
Webinars

April 26
Building a content supply
chain
Content Marketing Institute

July 20
Social selling secrets from
organizations doing it right
Hootsuite
Sales & marketing argue over leads in the
good ol’ days.

How To Do It

For small and mid-size B2B companies start with where you are today.
1. Do a brief internal audit that
shows where your leads originate. If they’re mostly from the
sales team then marketing is
missing some low-hanging fruit.
2. Score the leads, then score
the source from least effective
to
most
effective.
3. Sketch out the lead process
from each lead source, from
the point of origin through nurturing and qualification and
on to the sales team. Identify
points of weakness or failure.
4. Prioritze the points of failure
from ‘easiest to fix’ to ‘hardest to fix’, then tackle the easiest first. Apply some intelligence to how best to solve the
hardest ones. You’ll get there.
Involve folks from both sales
and marketing. They could
bond fairly quickly over this
mutally
beneficial
project.

On Site Events

April 23-26, San Francisco
Marketing Nation Summit:
Digital transformation of marketing, advertising & services.
May 9-11, San Francisco
Martech San Francisco: All
about marketing technology.
May 10-12, San Diego
Gartner Digital Marketing
Conference: Trends, tools,
technologies & techniques.
May 16-19, Las Vegas
Sirius Decisions Summit
2017: Data driven sales &
marketing.
June 7-9, Minneapolis
Confab Central: Content marketing.
June 19-21, Huntington
Beach
Gartner Tech Growth &
Innovation Conference: Tech
company sales & marketing.
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Scam Alert

... continued

from page one

2. Check and double check
that this opportunity targets
your specific verticals. A
meet-and-greet for “IT professionals” is guaranteed
to deliver a hodgepodge of
specialties that might not
have a thing to do with your
software.
3. Ask the vendor for recent
customers in your market
space and then call them.
Most people are happy to
give you a couple of minutes on the phone - thumbs
up, thumbs down..it’s simple. If the vendor refuses,
back away.
I don’t know if this is a trend
but I’m wondering. Here’s a list
of suggestions for screening
marketers and agencies:

Taking Action

1. Make sure every lead generation dollar you spend is
aimed precisely at your specific target market.
2. Find someone you know to
help you qualify a potential
vendor. Everyone knows
someone who knows someone in marketing…we’re like
the proverbial fleas on a dog.
3. Check references, no matter
how annoying it might seem.
4. Have the agency or contractor
send you recent results and
then query them on how they
got it done. I’ve run across

share

examples lately of people
with beautiful work samples
but on further examination it
was clearly not their work.
5. Create a project brief when
you’re
specifying
work.
Search ‘project brief examples’...you’ll find plenty.
6. Don’t let anyone lock you out
of work for which you’ve paid.
Website platforms, graphics
files, social media accounts
and all the rest belong to
your company. Every agreement must state clearly that
all finalized work is owned
by you and that you have
free and unlimited access.

Freelance Sites

Regards aggregate freelancer
sites like Fiverr and Freelancer,
I’ve had some decent success with
these vendors but only after getting
burned several times in the begin-

ning. Stay away from them unless
you know what you’re doing.
At a minimum make sure
the vendor is absolutely fluent
in your own language and has
lots of projects with searchable
companies and positive reviews.

Budget Oversight

Marketing spend can quickly become a runaway train if
allowed. I’ve found this to be
more true in tech companies
than others because those company leaders are often great
at everything but marketing.
If you’re a CEO or CFO and
you’ve found yourself wondering
about marketing results versus
spend, discipline yourself to
question your marketers and
agencies before they spend your
money.
For quick specifics on quantifying marketing results, click here.
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Great Demand Gen Articles from Around The Web
Demand Generation

Market Strategy

“Content: Lead Generation
vs. Demand Generation”
- business.com.

“When Marketing Is Strategy” - Harvard Business
Review.

“Five Skills Every Demand
Gen Marketer Must Master” - SnapApp.

“The Go To Market Approach Startups Need to
Adopt” - Harvard Business
Review.

“The Resurgence of Brand
Marketing in a Demand
Generation World”
- MarketingProfs
“Creating A Digital B2B
Marketing Plan for 2017”
- Smart Insights

Social Selling
“Social Selling: What It Is,
Why You Should Care and
How To Do It Right”
- HootSuite
“How B2B Sales Can Benefit From Social Selling”
- Harvard Business Review.

“A Good Market Strategy
for New Product Development” - Meltwater

“Top 5 Social Selling Tools:
Expert Interviews”
- Reply.io

“The Importance of Customer Segmentation”
- BlueVenn

“Can Marketers Meet The
Demands of Social Selling”
- Social Media Today

About Harris CMO Partners
Harris CMO Partners is a Phoenix, AZ, based provider of B2B demand
generation services and consulting for technology and manufacturing
companies. Our work helps clients achieve demand gen success they
could not accomplish on their own. In addition to single projects we also
provide interim and fractional CMO services.

We believe generating demand at B2B companies is a lot like fly fishing.
Equipment, tactics and ability to read the stream are everything.

http://harriscmopartners.com
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